Monique Sidaross, Engineer
P.O. Box 6705, Rosemead, CA 91770
(626)309-2998

February 26, 2009

Carolyn Morales, Claims Adjuster
State Compensation Insurance Fund
6301 Day Street, Riverside, CA 92507
(951)697-7300 (951)697-6306
(951)697-7301 Fax
Subject:

Letter dated 2/18/09 received 2/24/09 reg. medical appointment for knee.
Claims No.: EQ199427 (DOI: 12/20/01); EQ607563 (DOI: 7/27/04);
EQ(601381 (DOI: 9/4/02)

Dear Carolyn Morales,
I received your letter mentioned above in 2009 for injury of 2002. There is no reference to the other
injuries mentioned above. For 7 years the State Fund has been messing up with my work injuries and
caused me to incur costs of medication and mileages and pain on my own with no payments. This is illegal
and breaching the contract. I have no idea what is the status of my case until now. I have never had the
chance for any hearing or settlement until now and never approved any. If the State Fund function is
illegally run, it should be shut down for social change reason. It is waste of time and money and harming
our health.
As such, I am requesting all parties, State Fund and Attorney Robert Manuwal’s office, to involve me in all
communications in writing. The system of dealing with attorneys while excluding clients is nonsense and
invalid. From now on, I have to share the reply with the attorney and respond to issues occurred that only I
know about since attorneys do not fully know what happened in order to adequately represent us; we did not
even talk for years or shared incidents happened, any representation without my involvement and
notification would be missing actual facts and harm. I do not want to be out of the loop, I had it enough for 7
years, I do not wish to spend all my life having legal matters hanged in the air for all parties to build boxes of
papers while my injury not treated!!! This is nonsense. What kind of legal system or worker’s comp is this?
State Fund employees are wasting taxpayers’ money to make salaries for themselves for years without
offering services to patients/women eng. This is illegal. I have the right to learn what is my right in the
violation that State Fund has caused, how does workers’ comp work, and I have to share the decision. This
is my injury, my money, my health, and my life. You do not decide for me just for political reason. It is
obvious that the legal system is not working adequately and includes lots of gaps and false precedents/closed
matters that hide crime behind it.
NO JURISDICTION:
FYI, excluding workers’ comp Court, all State of California courts, superior/ appeal/ Supreme Court, and exattorneys and State Bar are defendants in my wrongful termination matter due to falsifying my legal
documents inside the court without my knowledge and consent, illegally mangling with my ex-attorneys and
union corruption against my best interest, and ceasing my income and overtime and causing sexual
harassment and harm to women in the communities; at this time, they all have no jurisdiction to rule on me.
Hope that workers’ comp court, State Fund, and attorney Manuwal handle this matter correctly and reverse
the injustice and harm occurred to me by State Fund in the three injuries. I have not received my medical

treatment mileage since 2003, which is my right by law. Crime, illegality, and lies have no statute of
limitation. This is referring to the illegal act of State Fund mangling with my supervisor of Sacramento who
was under investigation and lied at State Fund Adjuster with effort to close the claim and refused to give me
the form for workers’ comp claim to report the injury of 12/20/2001 because it involved crime to kill me.
Now State Fund joins this crime and insists to close the claim. This claim shall be reopened as I had notified
previous adjusters who gave me the run around for years and believe that this is a power and they will get rid
of the case, now the State Fund is considered encouraging the crime and let suspects on the loose for further
victims. I do not follow nonsense blind legal system that might cause me harm or get me killed. This is
crazy system.
HIPPA violation:
My medical record is top confidential and is not to be shared or abused in any lawsuit for games of the
counter party attorneys or the State Fund. A HIPPA accusation was reported against parties and attorneys of
the wrongful termination including the judge and were recused and sued, I do not wish to repeat it again.
The State Fund willfully ignored my three claims of work injury, covered up on the crime behind them,
cut my medical treatment, and ceased my compensations. State Fund believes that injuries will be cured
alone for free or wishes injuries get worst and people die so they save the money behind it or share it!!
This is insult. What service to employees is this, with our money? This function should be closed if not
offering the right services without discrimination to women’s right. God will not bless the money that
the State Fund precludes from me or misuses.
Finally,
1) I decline the appointment of the new doctor.
2) I need physical therapy treatment until I feel better.
3) I need my mileage payments for those treatments since 2003.
4) I need my permanent disability compensation of the three injuries.
5) If State Fund does not do the adequate service in timely manner, please do not harass employees/woman
engineer along with Caltrans corruption.
6) Any communication and decision with attorney Manuwal should be forwarded to me for sharing the
decision, I am not supposed to be out of the loop any more.
Concern:
The problem is that State Fund ignored Dr. Broukhim’s medical recommendation and the physical
therapy treatment needed, and refused to pay me my mileage, it is total disaster and ignoring right of
women. State Fund/Caltrans are liable of any further harm due to lack of service and playing games with
a woman engineer’s health and career.
Thank you for your cooperation in solving those problems.

Sincerely,
Eng. Monique Sidaross

Attn: Governor Schwarzenegger

